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SUMMARY 
During this repor t  period, pertinent chapters  of the third pa r t  of Dr. 
C a r l  Ludwig Siegel's "Vorlesungen iiber Himmelsmechanik" were studied, 
Par t icu lar  emphasis was placed on stability of a mapping and the concept of 
stability, a s  specialized to  conservative systems. Discussed in this repor t  
is the application to the stability problem of measure  preserving mappings, 
the normal  form of the Hamiltonian and Poincarg 's  recur rence  theorem. 
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INTRODUCTION 
To study the stability of periodic and equilibrium solutions of the 
rest r ic ted three body problem, we have two powerful methods available. 
Although each method has  been developed to significant usefulness since the 
publication of Siegel 's  text, the fundamentals of each method a r e  introduced 
there.  The f i r s t  method is  the use  of invariant curves  of measu re  preserving 
mappings about a fixed point. W e  recall  that these have been used to prove 
the existence of periodic solutions and again we will consider two-dimensional 
mappings only. Recall  that the measure  preserving mapping was reduced to 
normal  form. Now i f  the normal  form is of the elliptic type (determinant of 
coefficient of l inear t e r m s  < 0) and the transformation of coordinates bringing 
it to normal  f o r m  i s  convergent, then al l  concentric c i r c l e s  about the fixed 
point a r e  invariant. Now, invariant curves  belonging to every  neighborhood 
of a fixed point imply stability of the fixed point. As we would suspect,  diver- 
gence of the transformation of coordinates to the normal  form is the general  
case.  However, divergence of this transformation is  not sufficient for instability. 
Moser (Reference 1)  has  shown the existence of invariant curves  under cer ta in  
conditions even when the normal  form does not exist. Moser ' s  development is  
discussed herein a s  a preparation to the study and application of this technique 
in the nea r  future. 
The  second method studied was the normalization of the Hamiltonian. 
Here we reduce the Hamiltonian to  a normalbform in which it is a function of 
the var iab les  Ok = tk vk (k = 1,. . . , n). Again, i f  the normal  fo rm can be 
achieved by a convergent transformation of coordinates, stability is ensured. 
But divergence of the transformation is  again the general  case. Here  Arnol'd 
(Reference 2) has  overcome this difficulty to present  u s  with a powerful tool 
for investigating the stability of the equilibrium solutions (Reference 3). 
Again only the basic  concepts of the method a r e  discussed. 
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Also  of interest are the theorems of Liapunov and Dirichlet and the 
recurrence theorem of Poincar'e. The latter theorem i s  briefly discussed 
below. I 
Before a sensible discussion of stability can proceed, we must define 
stability in mathematical terms. We shall commence our technical discussion 
with such definitions a s  given by Siegel. 
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TECHNICAL DISCUSSION 
We begin our technical discussion with a definition of stabil i ty 
(Reference 4) for periodic solutions of a Hamiltonian system. To fix 
ideas, then, let us considrr  a Hamiltonian system 
- - E  ( k =  1 , .  . . , n )  
k X 
X k = E  8 y k  
yk 
and let  
be a periodic solution of Equations (1). We denote the value of E on the solution 
by Y and define R and U as follows: 
R is the domain of the r ea l  x ,  y space,  of dimension 2n, on which 
E , E (k = 1 , .  . . , n) a r e  uniformly Lipschitz continuous, and contains 
the periodic solution x = x(t) ,  y = y(t), and by U we denote any open subset 
of R which is also a neighborhood of our periodic solution to Equation (1). 
yk Xk 
By introducing U the intersection of the neighborhood U with the 
Y ’  
hypersurface E = 7, we have a 2n-1 dimensional neighborhood of the inter-  
sect ion,  a of the solution, Equations (2) ,  with the hypersurface E =Y.  Y ’  
We then speak of stability of a periodic solution of a conservative 
s y s t e m  i f  for each neighborhood U of the period solution there  exists a Y 
3 
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neighborhood Uy of a Y 
through each point of U 
solution is unstable if  the only point satisfying this condition is a 
If neither definition is satisfied we say  we have the mixed case.  
such that a l l  the intersections of the t ra jector ies  
and the surface E = Y be in  Uy. We say  that the Y 
itself. Y 
Now we have already seen  that in the neighborhood of a periodic solution, 
the solutions of the res t r ic ted  three  body problem define a n  a r e a  preserving 
mapping on a plane in phase space. We now define, for future use ,  stability 
of a mapping. 
of a fixed point a of a mapping S there  exists a neighborhood V such that all 
the images ,  including the images of the inverse mapping, of points of V lie 
in  U. 
used above. 
We say  that a mapping is s table  i f  for every  neighborhood U 
Instability and the mixed case  a r e  defined in  a manner  similar to that 
We now deduce one simple consequence of our  definitions, that is, for 
a mapping to be stable a t  a fixed point, a ,  each neighborhood U of a must 
contain a n  invariant neighborhood of the fixed point. 
given by Siege1 a s  follows: if there exists an invariant neighborhood VCU f o r  
every  U,  then the mapping is stable since all the images of points of V must  
be in U;  on the other hand i f  the mapping is stable,  let  a C U  be a neighbor- 
hood such t h a t n n  = S W C U  for a l l  n = - -  t 1 ,  t2,. , . , then the se t  V = ; Z n  CU 
(no =p) i s invariant. 
The proof of this is 
As a consequence of this theorem, we see  that in  the case  of a con- 
tinuous mapping, the existence of a closed invariant curve  in every  neighbor- 
hood U and encircling the fixed point is sufficient to ensure  stability. We 
will not concern ourselves  with the necessity of the condition since i t  involves 
the question of whether o r  not we can c h o o s e a s u c h  that the boundary of V = 
up is a closed curve. n n  
Now let us look a t  the a r e a  preserving mapping defined by the solutions 
of the res t r ic ted  three  body problem near a periodic solution. These solutions 
define a two-dimensional a r e a  preserving mapping with the periodic solution 
as a f ixed point of Sq, for  some finite positive integer q. Three  c a s e s  a r e  
4 
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identified - namely hyperbolic, parabolic and elliptic depending on whether the 
determinant of the coefficient of the linear t e r m s  i s  grea te r  than, equal to 
o r  less than zero,  respectively, The hyperbolic case  can be shown divergent 
always. Now we have already seen that, in the normal  form,  a n  elliptic type 
mapping is a twist mapping and concentric c i rc les  a r e  invariant but that the 
power s e r i e s  effecting the transformation to this normal  fo rm is, in  general ,  
divergent. However Moser  has developed this technique into a powerful tool, 
and these developments are  scheduled for study during the next quarter.  
One resul t  that has been obtained is that f o r  q > 3 (Sqa = a; i .e.,  a solution 
closing af ter  three o r  m o r e  revo1utions)the mapping is unstable. This resul t  
was obtained by Levi-Civita and is  established in Chapter 29 of Siegel. 
W e  now discuss  the normal  form of the Hamiltonian and its application 
to the stabil i ty of periodic motions. 
looking for a canonical transformation which will reduce the t ransformed 
Hamiltonian sys t em of equations to an immediately integrable form. We 
requi re  a t ransformation that will take the Hamiltonian, H, to a function of 
the Wk = 4 q 
In normalizing the Hamiltonian we a r e  
(k = I , .  , . , n) only, The Hamiltonian sys tem then becomes k k  
i Using these equations we see that 
(k= 1, ..., n), 
so that  Ok is a constant of the motion as a r e  H and Ha 
k 
for conservative 
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sys tems.  We can  then integrate immediately to  
We note he re  that the power s e r i e s  form in which we obtain the generating 
function of the required canonical transformation is, in general ,  divergent. 
However, we can  truncate the generating power s e r i e s  and thus obtain a 
canonical transformation that will bring the new Hamiltonian to normal  form 
up to and including t e r m s  of degree 1. The result ing Hamiltonian sys t em of 
differential  equations is of the fo rm 
( k = H  = F  t k t G  , h k = - H  - ( k  ( k =  1 , .  . . , n), 
'k Wk 'k ( k  - -F"k 'k - 
where H = F t G, F is a function of wk=Skqk of degree 1 and G({,V) s t a r t s  
with t e r m s  of degree  P t 1. 
one may obtain an  es t imate  on the bounds of the motion af ter  a t ime t. We 
will conclude this discussion of the normal f o r m  of the Hamiltonian with the 
r e m a r k  that Arnol'd has ,  in  recent work, overcome some of the limitations 
of the method so that  now it is an  extremely useful method, in par t icular  for 
discussion of stability of equilibrium solutions. 
Siege1 then shows that f rom these equations, 
Finally we discuss  br ief ly  Poincark's Recurrance Theorem. We proceed, 
a s  usual ,  f r o m  a sys t em of differential equations 
Xk = fk(x) (k = 1 , .  . . , m) 
i n  which the functions f (x) need not be regular  but must  be differentiable in  
the real domain, R ,  considered. We a lso  require  that 
k 
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I 
e 
f = o  
kxk 
which is automatically sat isf ied for a Hamiltonian system. 
mapping of 4 into x(t ,  4 )  is measure-preserving,  and we choose 
1 x 1 = {x( t ,  ()I C R for a l l  r ea l  t ime t. Then i f  M is the point s e t  {x ( t ,  4 ) l  
such that -oa-<tloa, then clear ly  StM = M and M is invariant. We now let  
Va(S) stand for the outer measu re  of the s e t  S and V(S) for  the Lebesgue 
measu re  i f  i t  is measurable ,  
a set  A, VA + 0. 
As previously, the 
such that 
W e  now stipulate that VaM is finite and choose 
Now Poincare 's  recur rence  theorem states  that each measurable  subset 
A of M contains a set a of equal measure  al l  of whose points p possess  
infinitely many images p (I = P1, 12,. . , , P +oo) in  A. This means that i f  we can 
place s o m e  bounds on the motion, e.  g., the Hill curves  in  the res t r ic ted  three  
body problem, then the t ra jectory repeatedly passes  a rb i t ra r i ly  close to its 
s ta r t ing  position except possibly for  a s e t  of initial conditions of zero measure.  
The proof of this theorem is by use  of s e t  theory and Lebesgue measure.  
P 
Applications to the res t r ic ted  three body problem and to the n-body 
problem a r e  given in  Siegel. 
difficulties which appear  difficult even compared to other  methods of deter-  
mining stability. 
Siegel mentions that the method is fraught with 
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FUTURE WORK 
Planned for  study during the next quar te r  is a detailed study of Moser ' s  
mapping theorem with a view to using it,  at a la te r  date, to investigate the 
stability of periodic solutions of the f i r s t  kind of Poincar'e near the l a rge r  
of the two pr imar ies .  
stability of sufficiently smal l  values of the m a s s  of the smal le r  pr imary.  
Development in both stability and existence of periodic motions will be 
studied, in par t icular  recent  work of Arenstorf and Moser. 
Moser has  a l ready established conditions for the 
e 
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